The ultimate social sciences digital library
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Hosting thousands of titles, SAGE Knowledge
is home to a prestigious range of eBook and
eReference content – including scholarly
monographs, reference works, handbooks,
series, and professional development
titles, as well as business cases and
streaming video – making this the ultimate
social sciences digital library for students,
researchers, and faculty.
The platform provides flexibility and ease
of use with a mobile responsive design,
enhanced content discoverability features,
unlimited simultaneous usage of all titles,
and no physical digital rights management.

Benefits for users

Benefits for librarians

Our easy-to-use interface was developed in partnership with
faculty, librarians, and students.

Content is discoverable by major search engines at the title and
chapter level to ensure students find SAGE content no matter
where they start their search.

• Functionality includes full-text HTML display, table of contents
navigation, and the ability to easily change text size.
• SAGE Recommends suggests additional, relevant content in
other books on the site and in SAGE’s other resources.
• A variety of search options are available, including quick
search, advanced search, and search within the chapter/entry
or within the title.
• Users can create a personalized research experience with
saved searches, reading lists, and more.
• The mobile-responsive design, downloadable chapters, and
share features for email and social media make on-the-go
research easy.
• Citations can be saved and simply exported in all major formats.

• Flexible pricing models within collections, designed to meet
different needs.
• MARC Records and COUNTER reports are available to
track usage.
• DOIs registered for each title and chapter, deposited in
CrossRef and displayed as permanent URLs.
• No physical Digital Rights Management (DRM).
• Unlimited simultaneous usage of all SAGE eBooks gives
everyone access to the content they need.
• Dedicated usage-driving support, including promotional
materials such as user guides, posters, banner ads, and
search widgets.
• Custom online training sessions highlighting features,
functionality, and tips and tricks for both librarians and end-users.

Register for your free 30-day trial at
sagepub.com/sktrial

SAGE Knowledge combines a wealth of
content on one user-friendly platform.
In addition to the thousands of authoritative
eBook and eReference titles from across the
social sciences, SAGE Knowledge is also
home to business cases and streaming video,
helping to support a diverse and engaging
teaching, learning, and research experience.

reference
Must-have SAGE Reference and CQ Press Reference titles are
hosted on the SAGE Knowledge platform, providing students
with the perfect place to start their research on key topics in the
social and behavioral sciences.
These reference titles are presented in an authoritative,
interdisciplinary, and accessible approach, making them
invaluable assets to students and researchers anywhere in the
world. This includes winners of many prestigious awards:
• RUSA Outstanding Reference Sources
• Choice Outstanding Academic Titles
• Booklist Editors’ Choice: Reference Sources
• Library Journal Best Reference

books
SAGE Knowledge hosts carefully selected titles by worldclass authors on hot topics across the social sciences. These
include academic and supplementary titles that contribute to the
knowledge base of students and researchers, foundational books
in core areas of research and debate, accessible student reference
works, and numerous practical professional titles.

SAGE Knowledge hosts hundreds of titles from Corwin, the
premier provider of professional learning resources that equip
PreK-12 educators with innovative tools to improve teaching
and learning. These research-based and peer-reviewed works
are authored by experts on the topics most relevant to you,
formatted for hands-on, practical guidance.

ADDITIONAL CASES NOW AVAILABLE!

OUR COLLECTIONS HAVE GROWN!

businesscases

video

SAGE Business Cases brings business to life – inspiring students
and researchers to develop their own best practices and prepare
for professional success. The first significant, discipline-wide
digital collection tailored to library needs, SAGE Business Cases
is highly-interactive, faculty-friendly, and allows for instant and
lasting IP access rather than the usual per-case purchase model.

This easily-accessible resource provides hundreds of streaming
videos incollections across the social sciences. Created for use
across higher education, SAGE Video supports pedagogical
needs for undergraduate teaching and learning through to
higher level academic research. The resource combines original
commissioned and produced material with licensed videos
to provide a complete interdisciplinary resource for students,
faculty, and researchers.

Find out more at sk.sagepub.com/cases

Find out more at sk.sagepub.com/video

Tools for enhanced research
Create a profile

Downloadable chapters

Creating a profile is the first step to personalizing the SAGE
Knowledge experience by allowing users to save content
and searches.

Download chapters and entries in PDF format to print, mark up
and share.

Personalized lists
Gather content on a specific topic and group favorites into
collections with My Lists. This tool can be used to build reading
lists for research, or create course reading lists that link directly
to the content. Lists can be shared easily over email.

Saved searches
My Searches allow users to save their favorite searches so they
can easily find them in future.

Advanced search
For users looking some something specific, it’s easy to drill down
to relevant content with advanced search criteria. Search by
document types, publication details and more.

Export your citations
The Citations feature hosts all citations in one place. Exporting
is easy, and available in all major formats, including APA,
Chicago, Harvard, and MLA.

SAGE Recommends
Discover even more relevant content from across all of our
platforms with SAGE Recommends. Based on the search term,
view a host of suggested related content.

What our customers are saying
The addition of SAGE and CQ Press products
strengthens our collection of eResources in the
Social Sciences; the products will be of use to
faculty and students across disciplines. We’re
pleased to offer these new resources to the
University of Toronto academic community.
– Larry Alford, Chief Librarian,
University of Toronto Libraries

Choose the SAGE Knowledge collection
that fits your budget and your needs
SAGE Knowledge offers flexible pricing models within
collections designed to meet different needs. From the complete
collection titles to subject-specific collections, we offer a wide
variety of content across the disciplines to fit your budget and
research needs:
• Business & Management
• Counseling & Psychotherapy
• Criminology & Criminal Justice
• Education

Librarians at University of Queensland know
SAGE to be a high quality, scholarly publisher
with particular strengths in the Social and
Behavioural Sciences. The library’s collection
already comprises many SAGE titles to support
the teaching and research needs of staff and
students.... SAGE Knowledge... provides
our users with convenient access to quality
information via an easy to use interface.

• Geography, Earth & Environmental Studies
• Health & Social Care
• Media, Communication & Cultural Studies
• Politics & International Relations
• Psychology
• Sociology

– Robert Gerrity, Librarian,
University of Queensland

Register for your free 30-day trial at
sagepub.com/sktrial

Find out more!
Get in touch with your sales contact for SAGE Knowledge.
If you would like a complete list of the titles available on
SAGE Knowledge, or if you have questions regarding any of
SAGE’s digital products, please contact your sales team at
sagepub.com/contact-your-sales-rep.

Keep up with information from SAGE
@sagepub_library
@SAGElibrarynews

sk.sagepub.com

